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Message from the Chair
If I were to choose one word to describe my 
experience on the Board of the Association, it would 
be “transformational.” Over the past few years, our 
organization and our collective movement have 
consistently raised the bar. Together, we’ve been 
working to advance transformative change within 
Ontario’s health system so that it can better meet the 
needs of people and communities facing barriers 
to health and wellbeing. What makes me proud 
is the courage we have had — at the Board level, 
organizational level and within the sector — to engage 
in self-reflection and reimagine our future to ensure we 
continue to serve as a catalyst for change. 

This year saw the 
culmination of these 
transformative efforts 
with the approval of 
the new name.

Our new name — 
Alliance for Healthier 
Communities — 
embraces the Model of 
Health and Wellbeing 
and the Model of 
Wholistic Health 
and Wellbeing in 
their entirety. And in 

combination with our new tagline — Advancing Health 
Equity in Ontario — it reaffirms our commitment to 
eliminating the disparities that leave 22 per cent of 
people in our province at risk of poor health. 

As you read through the past year’s highlights, you 
will see that health equity defined every aspect of 
the Alliance’s work: from our annual conference 
and Community Health and Wellbeing Week to the 
development of Inclusive Leadership in Governance 
training modules, research efforts and advocacy work 
to put issues important to Alliance members and the 
communities they serve on the Queen’s Park agenda. 

Our achievements wouldn’t have been possible 
without the members of the Alliance. Over the past 
year, we’ve seen them constantly improve and expand 
their programs and services and embrace new 
models, like TeamCare, to bring community-governed, 
comprehensive primary health care to more people 
across the province. We are honoured to support their 
work with critical resources, tools and capacity building 
opportunities. This commitment to members has always 
been and will remain the cornerstone of our Alliance. 

Alliance for Healthier Communities 
is a powerful statement of our 
shared vision – a vision of strong 
and connected communities 
where everyone has access to the 
comprehensive primary health care 
services they need, where everyone 
is valued and where everyone 
belongs.”

Sarah Hobbs Blyth, Board Chair
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This annual report demonstrates there 
is a lot to celebrate. As Alliance for 
Healthier Communities moves forward, 
we are well-positioned to serve as an 
even stronger voice for community-
governed primary health care and for 
the 3.5 million people in Ontario at 
risk of poor health because of social, 
economic and environmental barriers. 
With a new name that is rooted in 
our past and looks boldly into the 
future, and with a strong, inspiring 
membership network, we are prepared 
to embrace opportunities and face 
any challenges Ontario’s changing 
health care landscape may bring in the 
years to come. 

I want to thank all members of the 
Alliance, its Board and staff for your 
courage to drive change, tireless work 
and unwavering commitment to our 
shared vision of the best possible health 
and wellbeing for everyone living in 
Ontario.                

Sarah Hobbs Blyth
Board Chair 
Alliance for Healthier Communities

VISION

The best possible health and wellbeing for everyone 
living in Ontario.

MISSION

We champion transformative change to improve the 
health and wellbeing of people and communities facing 
barriers to health.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

• Champion health equity and population needs-
based planning, and challenge systemic inequities to 
achieve improved health outcomes.

• Advance people-centred, high quality primary 
health care as the foundation of the universal and 
publicly funded health system to increase access 
to appropriate services, especially for populations 
facing barriers.

• Demonstrate the value and impact of the Model 
of Health and Wellbeing on the improved health 
outcomes and experiences of people and 
communities.

• Advocate for appropriate policies, processes 
and resources to ensure members are equipped 
to operate healthy organizations and realize 
their potential as effective catalysts in system 
transformation.
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Health Equity at the Centre
Advancing health equity has always been at the core 
of the Alliance. It defines who we are and underpins all 
our efforts and activities. 

Last year was no exception. We continued to push 
boundaries to address inequities and confront social, 
economic and environmental barriers that create 
disadvantages and put 3.5 million people at risk of 
poor health. 

Last year’s Shift the Conversation: Community Health 
and Wellbeing conference was a major momentum 
builder, bringing together over 600 delegates from 
all corners of the health system. With four thought-
provoking plenaries and more than 60 learning sessions, 
the conference generated important conversations, 
including on: Reconciliation and a path towards 
meaningful allyship with Indigenous communities; 
Black health in Ontario and the impact of systemic 
racism on racialized communities; and the importance 
of building community vitality and belonging. 
Conference participants left with new ideas, innovative 
tools, and, most importantly, inspiration to champion 
transformative change in their organizations and 
communities. 

We carried the momentum forward through 
Community Health and Wellbeing Week, our annual 

province-wide communication campaign. Health Equity 
at the Centre was the theme of the Week, and we used 
it as an opportunity to launch our main election asks 
and highlight the many different ways Alliance members 
already work to advance health equity with a successful 
Health Equity Heroes campaign. We took our message 
to Queen’s Park where we met with party representatives 
to seek commitments to health equity in their 
election platforms. Outside of Queen’s Park, inspiring 
conversations were happening in communities across 
the province. With over 100 events, more than 500 
social media mentions and 10+ articles in local media, 
the Community Health and Wellbeing Week message 
was loud and clear: In order to achieve healthier people, 
healthier communities and a more sustainable health 
care system, we need to put health equity at the centre 
of decision- and policy-making in Ontario.   

Our focus was on putting health 
equity at the centre of every 
conversation and decision-making 
process across the province.” An Alliance delegation took the message of health equity to 

Queen’s Park during Community Health and Wellbeing Week.
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H I G H L I G H T S
We saw a lot of successes in 2017–18. After years 
of being actively involved in the $15 and Fairness 
Campaign and Decent Work and Health Network, we 
were pleased to see the Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs 
Act bring minimum wage raise and better workplace 
laws to Ontario. Progress has been made in the 
ongoing advocacy to expand pharmacare. Our work 
with partners, like Canadian Doctors for Medicare 
and the Canadian Association of Community Health 
Centres, helped build political support for OHIP+ drug 
coverage for all youth under 25, seniors’ pharmacare, 
and the establishment of a new federal Advisory 
Council on Implementation of Pharmacare. 

ACCESS TO ORAL HEALTH CARE 
ON THE AGENDA 

Over the past year, Alliance for Healthier Communities 
made great strides in moving the issue of access to 
dental care onto the public and political agenda. 
Working under the umbrella of the Ontario Oral Health 
Alliance, we developed a proposal and met with 
decision-makers in each party. We worked with the CBC 
radio producers at The Current to ensure the stories of 
people who cannot afford dental visits and the success 
of the Gateway CHC dental clinic were part of their two 
national radio shows on dental care in Canada. 

Our efforts culminated with a successful forum at 
Queen’s Park in March with over 80 community 
members from across Ontario talking with MPPs about 
expanding access to dental care — a gaping hole in 
our health care system. Since then, questions about 
dental care have been raised almost daily in the Ontario 
legislature. 

The results of our advocacy are reflected in party 
platforms with commitments to date from the NDP 
with a comprehensive plan to ensure dental benefits 

for everyone and new capital funding for dental suites 
in CHCs and AHACs, the Liberal budget proposal for a 
new Ontario Drug and Dental program that will provide 
partial reimbursement to people without drug or dental 
coverage, and the PC plan to cover oral health care for 
seniors on low incomes.

APPOINTMENT OF AN ADM RESPONSIBLE 
FOR FRENCH LANGUAGE SERVICES

As a result of multi-stakeholder advocacy that the 
Alliance supported for the past several years, in June 
2017, Tim Hadwen was appointed Assistant Deputy 
Minister Responsible for French Language Health 
Services within the Health System Accountability 
and Performance Division of the Ministry of Health 
and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC). This is a significant 
achievement that Franco-Ontarians have been waiting 
for in order to put Francophone health equity at the 
centre of Ministry’s health system transformation 
conversations.    

The Ontario Oral Health Alliance’s forum at Queen’s Park 
brought together over 80 community members from across 
Ontario to call for expanded access to dental care.
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ADDRESSING THE OVERDOSE CRISIS

While policy-makers were at times slow to address the 
overdose crisis in Ontario, many Alliance members 
and their staff stepped up to respond to this growing 
health issue. After many years of commitment 
and persistence, three supervised consumption 
services were launched at South Riverdale CHC and 
Parkdale Queen West CHC in Toronto, and Sandy Hill 
CHC in Ottawa. 

A number of harm reduction workers from community 
health centres, along with advocates across the 
province, were instrumental in motivating government 
action to address the growing crisis. Last August, the 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care announced 
funding for an Opioid Strategy with a focus on harm 
reduction measures. Since then, the Ministry set up a 
program to approve and fund temporary Overdose 
Prevention Sites. The sites at Regent Park CHC and 
Somerset West CHC opened their doors earlier this 
year, and a number of Alliance members are now at 
various stages of approval and setting up overdose 
prevention sites at their locations.   

BUILDING BOARDS’ CAPACITY TO ADVANCE 
HEALTH EQUITY AND INCLUSION

Alliance for Healthier Communities members are 
recognized as leaders in championing health equity, 
access to primary health care, health promotion, and 
the determinants of health, with community boards 
playing a key role. However, until this year there was 
no comprehensive training or capacity-building 
program to address equity, diversity and inclusion at 
the governance level for community-governed primary 
health care organizations. 

To address this gap, we launched the Inclusive 
Leadership in Governance project in partnership with 
DiverseCity onBoard and HealthNexus in April 2017. 
Over the past year, the project staff engaged with 
Alliance member governors and executive leaders 
to develop training resources, tools and supports 
for boards of directors. The result: four Inclusive 
Leadership in Governance training modules designed 
to strengthen the capacity of community-centred 
primary health care organization boards to advance 
equity, diversity and inclusion. 

Harm reduction advocates deliver an open letter to Queen’s  
Park calling on the government to address the growing 
overdose crisis.

Cheryl Prescod, Executive Director of Black Creek CHC 
and Alliance for Healthier Communities Board member, 
speaks at the Inclusive Leadership in Governance launch.
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Indigenous Health  
in Indigenous Hands 
INDIGENOUS PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
COUNCIL IN DEVELOPMENT

This has been an important year for Aboriginal 
Health Access Centres (AHACs) and Aboriginal 
Community Health Centres (ACHCs). In response to 
the recommendations from the AHAC/ACHC network 
leadership, the new Indigenous Primary Health Care 
Council (IPHCC) was launched in December 2017. 
This developing provincial organization is Indigenous-
governed, culture-based and Indigenous-informed. The 
Council aims to establish a strong presence and elevate 
the distinct voice of Indigenous-governed primary 
health care organizations in Ontario. It will support the 
protection and advancement of Indigenous-led primary 
health care service planning and provision across the 
province. The Council is expected to incorporate in 2018.

The new Council partnered with the Southwest 
Ontario Aboriginal Health Access Centre (SOAHAC) 
and the Alliance for Healthier Communities, and 
a new tripartite partnership agreement is now in 
development. Reflecting the Alliance’s commitment to 
Indigenous self-determination in health, the agreement 
will also define the allyship role of Alliance for Healthier 
Communities with the Council.  

INDIGENOUS PRIMARY HEALTH 
CARE EXPANSION

The Indigenous Primary Health Care Council 
currently includes Aboriginal Health Access Centres, 
Aboriginal-governed Community Health Centres, 
other Indigenous-governed providers and partnering 
Indigenous health researchers and scholars. And its 
membership is growing. 

Last year saw an expansion of Indigenous primary 
health care in the province. Fourteen teams have been 
funded altogether with seven new AHACs expected to 
emerge from this process. The Council has provided 
support to the newly-funded teams to facilitate 
improved access to high quality, interprofessional 
care, including traditional healing and culturally safe 
programs and services.  

INDIGENOUS PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
ENGAGEMENT TABLE ESTABLISHED 

The Council might be new but it has already 
successfully negotiated the Indigenous Primary Health 
Care Engagement Table (IPHCET) with the Ministry 
of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC). The Table, 
co-chaired by the Council and Assistant Deputy 
Minister Tim Hadwen, will inform further development, 
design, implementation and evaluation of Indigenous-
governed primary health care initiatives and models 
across the province. It will support enhancement 
of quality care and provision of culturally safe and 
traditional healing programs and services related to:

• Home and community care;
• Care coordination and integration;
• Local Health Integration Network (LHIN) planning 

and engagement; 
• Hospital sector; and
• Mental wellness and addictions.

The IPHCC and the MOHLTC will work collaboratively 
to provide advice and develop plans in support of 
integrating the delivery of primary care services to 
improve Indigenous health outcomes.
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Revolutionizing Access 
to Team-Based Care 

Comprehensive primary health care rooted in the Model 
of Health and Wellbeing (MHWB) will reach more people 
who face barriers to their best possible health and 
wellbeing. That’s thanks to impressive successes over 
the last year in scaling up and implementing the Alliance 
members’ innovative TeamCare projects — also known by 
other names including solo practitioners in need of teams 
(SPiN) and people in need of teams (PINOT). Alliance 
members have always strived to serve more people than 
just the ones who walk through their doors. TeamCare 
projects aim to deliberately forge relationships between 
non-team physicians and Community Health Centres to 
enable truly collaborative care across providers. That’s a 
game-changer for people and providers alike.

The project also means better support for providers 
who lack access to dietitians, social workers and other 
team-based resources, by facilitating meaningful 
connections between solo practising physicians and 
nearby Community Health Centres that go far beyond 
mere referrals. 

The Alliance research team helped grow TeamCare 
from a pilot project a few years ago in two Local Health 
Integration Networks (LHINs) to seven LHINs, staffed 
with seven facilitators and a project manager. As of today, 
27 CHCs are involved in some kind of TeamCare or 
related project. This will create the conditions to connect 
many more people among the 22 per cent of those 
who face barriers to health and wellbeing. The project 
will help make population needs-based planning more 
robust at the sub-regional level, by providing a clearer 
and more complete picture of complex health needs.

Beyond scaling up implementation, in the months 
ahead, the Alliance research team will continue to work 
hand in hand with a research team at the University of 
Toronto led by Walter Wodchis. The team will evaluate 
the projects to help adjust and adapt to local needs 
of patients and providers. Stay tuned: the revolution 
has just begun.

H I G H L I G H T S
INTERPROFESSIONAL PRIMARY HEALTH 
CARE (IPHC) EXPANSION

Last year, the Ontario government announced 
$15.5 million in 2017–18 and $27.8 million in 2018–19 

to support the expansion of interprofessional care 
(IPC) teams. We were pleased to see that the Ministry is 
increasingly looking to comprehensive primary health 
care rooted in the Model of Health and Wellbeing 
(MHWB), particularly for those facing barriers. Of the 

For people, expanding access to 
team-based care means no matter 
where your doctor’s office is located, 
you can benefit from a team of 
professionals who use the Model of 
Health and Wellbeing to address the  
determinants of health and help you 
navigate the health system.”
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successful organizations announced for 2017–18, four 
are Alliance members: Windsor Family Health Team 
and Windsor City Centre CHC, Black Creek CHC, 
Vaughan CHC and Scarborough Centre for Healthy 
Communities, with another 16 MHWB proposals 
approved for next year. In addition, two new CHCs 
and two new NPLCs will be developed as a result 
of this expansion process. Congratulations to all 
funding recipients!

SENSE OF BELONGING: KEY TO HEALTH 
AND WELLBEING 

The Belonging Summit, organized in June 2017, helped 
build knowledge and inspire action to strengthen the 
health and wellbeing of people facing social isolation and 
exclusion. The summit featured examples from centres 
that participated in the Canadian Index of Wellbeing 
project and a panel on Comprehensive Primary Health 
Care in Action where sector leaders shared their 
experiences championing transformative change to build 
community vitality and a stronger sense of belonging.

John Fraser, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Health, 
announced the interprofessional care teams expansion at 
Women’s Health in Women’s Hands CHC.

MODEL OF HEALTH AND WELLBEING 
GAINS MOMENTUM

We are excited to present the new look for our Model of Health 
and Wellbeing (MHWB). Over the past year, the Model has been 
gaining momentum and was acknowledged in the Auditor 
General’s 2017 report. In addition, a new paper on the MHWB 
written by the Alliance research team was published by the peer-
reviewed Journal of Integrated Care. This growing recognition 
of our foundational document will strengthen the Model and 
help deepen understanding of the role comprehensive primary 
health care plays in improving health outcomes for people and 
communities facing barriers.
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Research and Evaluation to  
Advance Health Equity 

The research program at the Alliance for Healthier 
Communities reached many important milestones 
over the past year. With the newly assembled research 
team in place and with support from students working 
on case studies and internships, the Alliance is well-
positioned to advance our research agenda.  

Here are some of the projects we’ve been involved in 
over the past year:

• Count Everyone: we are working to capture client 
encounters in a more comprehensive manner and 
ensure all clients and providers are counted and 
included in reports and research. 

• Primary Care Costing Study: in collaboration with 
the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES), 
we are developing a streamlined and comparable 
costing approach for Community Health 
Centres in Ontario.

• A number of Alliance members secured government 
funding to implement the Advancing Access to 
Primary Care (AA-TPC) project, an exciting initiative 
that brings interprofessional team care to those who 
need it most. 

• Learning Health Systems (LHS): a one-of-a-kind 
endeavour that uses artificial intelligence tools to 
personalize diagnosis and care options for clients 
with chronic conditions and helps improve people-
centred care. 

• We are building our knowledge of people Alliance 
members serve, including studies to describe 
clients that access mental health care services and 
developing a tool to quantify social isolation. 

• To further inform programming and services, we 
launched the evaluation of community initiatives.  

As we move forward, we will continue to expand our 
research program to demonstrate the value and impact 
of the Model of Health and Wellbeing, improve client 
care and enable evidence-informed decision-making. 

Our 2017–18 research portfolio 
was firmly rooted in the Model of 
Health and Wellbeing and reflected 
our ongoing commitment to 
generate knowledge and evidence 
that enhances the work of Alliance 
members.”

Jennifer Rayner, Director of Research and Evaluation, speaks 
about the Community Initiatives Resource Tool (CIRT) and 
community initiatives evaluation. Since the version 3 launch, 
CIRT has seen a 70 per cent increase in active community 
initiatives by 42 members. This will help better understand what 
contributes to their success and how community initiatives 
improve health outcomes.   
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H I G H L I G H T S
ADVANCING HEALTH EQUITY PLANNING 
AND EVALUATION STRATEGIES

In 2017, through 
the Building 
Capacity for 
Equity-Informed 
Planning and 
Evaluation project 
led by Access 
Alliance and 
with capacity 
building support 
from Alliance 
for Healthier 

Communities, seven Community Health Centres 
in Ontario received training and coaching 
to integrate equity indicators in all phases of 
program and organizational planning, monitoring, 
benchmarking, and reporting with a common health 
equity framework. 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE REPORTING TOOLS  

The Business Intelligence Reporting Tools (BIRT), a key 
component of our performance management strategy, 
has seen important developments over the past year. 
The anticipation for what the future holds is palpable as 
we begin to develop a multi-year roadmap to define the 
vision for BIRT in telling the stories of the communities 
Alliance members serve. Here are some of the highlights. 

INDIGENOUS DATA IN INDIGENOUS HANDS

The Indigenous Performance Management capabilities 
are now enabled and all Aboriginal Health Access 
Centres (AHAC) manage their data in a parallel BIRT 
environment. These are significant milestones allowing 
AHACs to tell their individual and collective stories 

of providing high quality, culturally-safe services to 
Indigenous communities. 

BIRT PRIMARY CARE DASHBOARD AND 
OHRS REPORTING

The latest dashboards and reports within BIRT help 
visualize millions of service interactions and paint a 
comprehensive picture of clients served. The Primary 
Care and Ontario Healthcare Reporting Standards 
Statistical Dashboards, developed under members’ 
direction, make quality improvement opportunities 
obvious and support evidence-based decision-making. 

BIRT MOVES TO AN ADVANCED DATA CENTRE  

Since its official launch in 2011, BIRT has grappled with 
the challenge of matching our ambitious plans against 
competing programs and limited resources. The pressure 
for more performance capacity and new threats to privacy 
and security required an advanced data centre. The move 
was successfully accomplished last year with minimal 
impact to BIRT user services. The new secure data centre, 
Cogeco Peer1, will boost BIRT’s security and information 
technology capacity and operating procedures.

The BIRT team is pictured with former Ontario Minister of 
Health Dr. Eric Hoskins, far right, at Shift the Conversation: 
Community Health and Wellbeing conference 2017.
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Resourcing Alliance Members 
NEW FUNDING TO STRENGTHEN 
INTERPROFESSIONAL PRIMARY CARE TEAMS 

Our multi-year advocacy in partnership with the 
Association of Family Health Teams of Ontario 
(AFHTO) and Nurse Practitioners’ Association of 
Ontario (NPAO) brought major results last year. A 
total increase of $128.7 million annualized funding 
was announced for CHCs, AHACs, NPLCs, FHTs and 
other interprofessional primary care teams to support 
retention and recruitment. In May 2018, members got 
their funding letters for the rollout over the next three 
years taking us to 2020. Once completed, most staff 
will be on the 2017 interprofessional primary health 
care compensation salary structure.

Given the new retention and recruitment funding 
and with the 2012 Interprofessional Primary Care 
Organizations’ (IPCO) Compensation Structure, 
developed in partnership with AFHTO and NPAO, being 
five years old, a market refresh study was completed 
in 2017. The study provides insights into how market 
compensation trends and practices evolved since 
the last report and will assist members with decision-
making at their organizations. 

CAPITAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS

Last year, we were happy to celebrate with Niagara 
Falls CHC and Rexdale CHC – Jamestown site the 
completion of their new buildings. Another six centres 
moved to the construction phase in 2017: Gateway 
CHC, Rexdale CHC – Kipling Dixon site, Wellfort, 
Windsor Essex CHC, Carea CHC and Stonegate CHC. 
In addition, 21 Community Health Centres accessed 
approximately $3 million through the Community 
Infrastructure Renewal Fund to assist with roof, 
elevator, HVAC and similar infrastructure repairs over 
the past year. Congratulations to all on these important 
milestones as we continue to assist members with their 
capital efforts.

These additional investments will 
help build stronger interprofessional 
teams and ensure high-quality, 
people- and community-centred 
primary health care delivery in 
Ontario.”

Windsor Essex CHC celebrates groundbreaking for its new 
building, one of the six member centres that moved to the 
construction phase in 2017.
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  

Information Technology is advancing in leaps and 
bounds and as the Performance Management and 
Information Management (PM/IM) needs of our 
members evolve, we seek new and innovative ways to 
deliver on our strategic priorities and enhance members’ 
ability to meet the needs of the communities they serve.

ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS 
(EMR) TRANSITION

Over the past year, we have been preparing for the PS 
Suite transition. Special thanks to the three PS Suite beta 
sites scheduled to go live in 2018. Their experiences 
will help inform the transition journey for the rest of 
Alliance members. The Alliance EMR team also worked 
closely with TELUS Health on validation of the French 
requirements, developing custom forms to capture 
standardized data consistent with the Model of Health 
and Wellbeing Evaluation Framework and ensuring that 
centres can report for operational and strategic purposes.

eHEALTH ALIGNMENT AND CONNECTIVITY 

We are committed to ensuring Alliance members are 
connected to regional and provincial eHealth digital 
health records. eHealth Ontario’s ConnectingOntario 
initiative enables province-wide information sharing 
by building and linking digital health systems, so 
that providers can access client health records 
anywhere, anytime. Currently, 25 members use the 
ConnectingOntario system. 

OTN eConsult connects referring physicians and nurse 
practitioners to specialists, providing the opportunity 
to inform clinical decision-making without sending the 
client to see the specialist in person. Over 77 per cent 
of our members are currently utilizing eConsult.  

PRIVACY AND SECURITY TAKE CENTRE STAGE

In 2017–18, we enhanced the education and capacity 
building around privacy and security, including 
consultations, a privacy newsletter, a fully customizable 
Client Consent toolkit with a Statement of Information 
Practices poster, consent form and client education 
brochure, an expanded privacy portal and a security 
community of practice. 

By the numbers:

• 41 privacy and security training sessions 
• 1,181 training participants from 33+ organizations
• 1,200 attendees at the Privacy online training modules
• 600 participants at the Security Awareness 

online module
• 270 privacy consultations to 80 member centres. 

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING EVENTS (PLEs)

• Data Management Coordinator and Business 
Intelligence Reporting Tools PLE: attended by 101 
staff from 57 member centres.

• Finance and Corporate Services PLE: attended by 
56 Finance and Corporate Services Directors and 
Managers from 46 member organizations. 

• Privacy PLE: attended by 76 people from 57 
member organizations.  
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Financial Report 2017–18 
Alliance for Healthier Communities has a solid financial 
picture, with total revenues of $7.1 million. 

Total revenue of $2.5 million contributes to our core 
operations: advocacy, policy, communications, and 
resource and policy support for our members. This 
revenue was earned from membership fees, meeting 
registrations, learning events, our annual conference, 
and funding for special projects, such as the AHAC 
Decision Support Specialist initiative and the Trillium 
CIW project. 

Additional revenue of $4.6 million contributes to 
our Performance Management and Information 

Management Program. This revenue was earned from 
IMS participation fees and from eHealth Ontario for 
the ongoing deployment of the electronic medical 
records. $1.4 million of these fees are a direct flow 
through to vendors.

As at March 31, 2018, the Alliance’s fund balances 
totaled $255,250. 

• General Fund: $33,911 was transferred to our 
general reserve. The balance in the General Fund 
is $165,231.  

• IMS Fund: $30,019 was transferred to our IMS 
reserve. The balance in the IMS Fund is $90,019.   

Audited statements are available upon request.

$4.6
million

$2.5
million

$255,250

$7.1
million

Total Revenue Core Operations Fund BalancesPerformance 
Management and 

Information Management
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Board of Directors 
CHAIR & CENTRAL CONSTITUENCY

Sarah Hobbs Blyth, Executive Director, 
Planned Parenthood Toronto

VICE-CHAIR & CFHT CONSTITUENCY 

Marina Hodson, Executive Director, 
Kawartha North FHT

SECRETARY & NORTHERN CONSTITUENCY

Denis Constantineau, Executive 
Director, CSC du Grand Sudbury

TREASURER & FRANCOPHONE 

CONSTITUENCY 

Nicole Levesque, Board Chair,  
CSC de Kapuskasing et région 

INDIGENOUS CONSTITUENCY

Constance McKnight, Executive 
Director, De dwa da dehs nye>s  
Aboriginal Health Centre

CENTRAL CONSTITUENCY

Martha Lowrie, Board Member, The Four Villages CHC

CENTRAL EAST CONSTITUENCY

Catherine Danbrook, Chief Executive Officer, 
Community Care City of Kawartha Lakes

EASTERN CONSTITUENCY

Clinton Cowan, Board President,  
South-East Ottawa CHC

EASTERN CONSTITUENCY

Cameron MacLeod, Executive Director, Carlington CHC

MEMBER-AT-LARGE 

Cheryl Prescod, Executive Director, Black Creek CHC

MEMBER-AT-LARGE  

Mary Anne Beith, Administrative Lead,  
North Channel NPLC

SOUTH CENTRAL CONSTITUENCY

Richard Gerson, Board Member, Woolwich CHC

SOUTH CENTRAL CONSTITUENCY 

Jeanne Schmidt, Director of Specialized Services,  
CSC Hamilton/Niagara 

SOUTH WEST CONSTITUENCY

Allan Madden, Executive Director,  
South East Grey CHC

SOUTH WEST CONSTITUENCY

Claudia den Boer, Board Chair, Windsor FHT & 
Executive Director, CMHA-WECB (City Centre 
Health Care CHC) 

We would like to thank outgoing board members 
Catherine Danbrook and Nicole Levesque for their 
dedicated service on the Board and outstanding 
contributions to advancing health equity through 
comprehensive primary health care.
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